Investing in Stocks


Students will need to know the company name, ticker symbol and current stock price to
make trades in their Stock Market Game Portfolio.



It helps to understand the Cap Size of a Company. (helpful for learning about mutual
funds too)



An Index is a list of stocks organized by a specific category. I will show you where you
can find indexes organized by cap size.



I will teach you about Cap Size, Indices (an Index) and explain what Sectors are.

Market Cap
Market cap: the total dollar value of all of a company’s outstanding shares.
Calculating the Market Capitalization (Market Cap) of a company.
For example:
Coca-Cola has 4,280,000,000 outstanding shares of stock.
The current stock price (at the time I typed this up) was $53.75.
Outstanding shares x current stock price = Market Cap
4,280,000,000 x 53.75 = 230,050,000,000.
Coca-Cola has a Market cap of 230 Billion making it a Large Cap Company

Small Cap
Refers to a company with a stock market Shares of relatively small publicly traded
corporations, typically with a total market
capitalization of less than 1 billion.
Examples:
Callaway Golf (ELY)
SkyWest (SKYW)
Itron (ITRI)
Addus HomeCare (ADUS)

Chart Ind. (GTLS)
Tivity Health (TVTY)
LivePerson (LPSN)
PDC Energy (PDCE)

capitalization of less than $1 billion. Smallcap stocks tend to grow faster than larger
cap companies, but they also tend to be
more volatile.

Mid Cap
Mid-caps are established companies that
Refers to a company with a stock market haven’t quite become household names yet.
They make excellent diversifiers, having
capitalization between 1 and 5 billion.
both the growth characteristics of smallExamples
cap and the stability of large-cap
Yeti Holdings (YETI)
Five Below (FIVE)
companies. One of the most watched mid-cap
Freshpet (FRPT)
Scotts Miracle-Gro (SMG)
Aaron’s (AAN)
Gray Television (GTN)
indexes is the S&P MidCap 400, which has an
average market cap of $2.30 billion

Large Cap
Refers to a company with a stock market cap
between $5 and $100 billion (and beyond)
To find a list of Large Cap Stocks go to one of the
following indexes.
 The Dow
 S&P 500
 Nasdaq 100

These companies play an especially significant
role in driving the economy. Because of their
sheer size, large-cap companies tend to
grow more slowly than small-cap stocks,
but they also tend to be much more stable.

As a general rule, Small cap companies have more risk & are also more
likely to grow.

Bigger companies are typically much more stable but

underperform their riskier, smaller peers. This guiding principle helps many
investors decide how to divvy up their portfolio to align with their risk
preferences.

Finding a Stock Quote
Using www.finance.yahoo.com to find a stock quote.
Begin typing in the name of a company.
For this example, I will use Skechers.

As I begin to type Skechers, a variety of possible names and tickers begin to surface. I can
now match the one I am looking for. Some ticker symbols have numbers or dots. Avoid those
stocks, you won’t be able to buy them. Some of those are the prohibited OTC or pin sheets
and others trade on a different stock market or exchange.

After clicking on Skechers (SKX) I will be taken to the Stock Quote Summary Page.
Here you can find the company name,
ticker symbol, Market or exchange
and current stock price. To make a
trade in your SMG portfolio you will
need to know the ticker symbol and
current stock price.
You can also find the following key
information;








52-week range
Volume
Market Cap
Beta
P/E ratio
EPS
Dividend value

*How to use an index to find a stock quote
For this example, take a look at the Russell 2000 Small Cap Index.

After entering this website scroll down and all of the companies (stocks) that make up the
Russell 2000 index will appear. To see all 2000 companies there are 75 pages to scroll
through.

Right away you will see the
ticker symbol, company name
and the current stock price.

Click on the ticker symbol if you
want to research more about
each stock.

Stocks that offer a Dividend

Dividend: A portion of a company’s net income paid to stockholders as a return on their
investment. The company will pay you so much money for owning shares of their stock.

The ex-dividend date for stocks is usually set
one business day before the record date. If you
purchase a stock on its ex-dividend date or after,
you will not receive the next dividend payment.
Instead, the seller gets the dividend. If you
purchase before the ex-dividend date, you get
the dividend.
Dividend value

Here is an example of reinvesting the dividend to buy more shares.
AT&T Inc 2000 – 2019 (below data is from www.finance.yahoo.com)
*I rounded some of the numbers – data is not exact, but very close!

In 2000 Lenny bought 100 shares of AT&T stock

100 • 55 = $5,500.00
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Stock
price
$55.00
$40.00
$26.00
$23.00
$25.00
$25.00
$34.00
$40.00
$30.00
$30.00

Dividend/per
share
$1.00
$1.00
$1.20
$1.20
$1.20
$1.30
$1.40
$1.60
$1.60
$1.68

shares

Year

100
102
106
110
115
121
126
131
137
144

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Stock
Price
$30.00
$30.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$40.00
$40.00
$32.00
$39.43

Dividend/per
share
$1.72
$1.76
$1.80
$1.92
$1.92
$1.92
$1.96
$2.02
$2.04
$2.04

Shares
152
161
169
178
187
197
206
216
229
240

 Remember Lenny did not use any of his money after he bought the initial 100 shares. His
growth is all from reinvesting the dividend paid to him by AT&T
 Each year he reinvested his dividend value and bought more shares of AT&T. After 20
years of owning AT&T stock he has posted earnings of over $4,000.00. And during that
time the stock price has decreased in value. Imagine the earning potential if the stock
price had increased!

240 • $39.43 = $9,463.20
9,463.20 – 5,500.00 = $3,963.20

